A hundred patients with suspected renal disease were studied by PHO/CON. Both CT and ECHO were applied to 14 cases and either CT or ECHO to 35. A $^{99m}$Tc-DMS (dimercaptosuccinate) was used for renal tomoscintigraphy. In patients with suspected renal lesions in the noncontrast CT study, a urographic contrast medium was injected intravenously for enhancement of visualization.

The kidneys were scanned in longitudinal planes by PHO/CON, in transverse planes by CT, and in free planes by ECHO.

Six cases are presented in details.

In detecting the renal space occupying lesions, scintigraphy by PHO/CON was the best screening examination of the three modalities, since the entire organ was easily imaged. PHO/CON provided valuable information on renal functions, but permitted the least definitive evaluation of renal masses, especially in the nonfunctioning kidney. CT and ECHO were more useful in distinguishing between a renal cystic disease and a solid renal neoplasm and in visualizing the cross-sectional anatomy.

CT had better resolving capability and less dependence on the operator than ECHO. The disadvantages of CT are a higher initial cost and exposure to radiation.

The effectiveness of ECHO was restricted by marked obesity and bowel gas, but it features a low cost and no radiation exposure.
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90 cases received renal transplants at Kitasato University Hospital last five years. All of them were studied with renoscintiphotos using $^{99m}$Tc-DTPA and $^{131}$I-hippuran. We have 4 cases of lymphoceles after trasplantation. 3 cases of them were studied by both ultrasonography and renoscintiphography.

The ultrasonography revealed lymphoceles in all three cases. A lymphcele locating outside the transplanted kidney cannot be detected by renoscintigraphy. Renoscintiphoto is not recommended as the first procedure when lymphcele is suspected clinically. Ultrasonography seems to be more useful in detecting these complications.
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Radionuclide quantitative function studies for evaluation of renal allografts were performed on 11 patients. Twenty-four studies were made on various states (normal 12, acute rejection 7, chronic rejection 2, ATN 2, urinary obstruction 1) using $^{99m}$Tc-DTPA and $^{131}$I-hippuran.

For the dynamic studies, 10mCi of $^{99m}$Tc-DTPA was injected intravenously as a rapid bolus and sequential images of the kidney were recorded every one second for 80 seconds using a gamma scintillation camera and on-line minicomputer system (HITAC-10, 16kW). Then, 300μCi of $^{131}$I-hippuran was injected and serial images were recorded every ten seconds for 20 minutes in the same method. During these studies, several scintiphotos were also obtained using the polaroid camera.

RI dynamic curves were obtained from the region of interest in the kidney, displaying on CRT.

Analising Tc-DTPA dynamic curves, five parameters were calculated: (A) $T_{\text{max}}$, (B) $T_{1/2\text{ max}}$, ...
(C) Slope (time between 10% and 90% of maximum counts), (D) Mean Transit Time (M.T.T., time between positive peak and negative peak of differential curve: Oldendorf's method), and (E) Appearance Time (time from injection to the positive peak of differential curve). In the hippuran dynamic studies, bladder imaging time (B.I.T.) and bladder-kidney (B/K) ratio (in counts) were determined.

The results of this study was as follows. In the status of acute rejection, M.T.T. was significantly prolonged comparing that of normal allografts, but we could not find significant changes in other four DTPA parameters. Although M.T.T. of the ATN or ureteral obstruction patients remained within normal range, M.T.T. of the chronic rejection allografts markedly elongated. There was close correlation between M.T.T. and creatinine clearance. B.I.T. and B/K ratio were revealed to be good indexes of allograft function.

In conclusion, we can make early diagnosis of rejection crisis and differentiate it from other troubles such as ATN or ureteral obstruction using M.T.T., B.I.T. and B/K ratio as well as serial scintiphotoes.